WOLDS WAY CARAVAN AND CAMPING

4TH July 2020

CARAVAN and TENT PITCH CUSTOMERS
Welcome back to WOLDS WAY C C in order for everyone to stay safe the following rules are now in place and must be
adhered to .
1/ ARRIVAL
On arrival please stop outside reception DO NOT GET OUT OF YOUR CAR , we will come out to you , if reception is
unmanned please ring 07960169219 , we will come within a few minutes . At this point we need everyone’s name and a
contact number who are staying on your seasonal pitch and a departure date.
2/ POT WASH
The doors will be fastened open and must be left open at all times , please follow the distancing markers and only a
maximin of TWO people are allowed in at any time (one per sink) . stay outside until a sink is free. PLEASE thoroughly clean
the sink after use .
3/ SHOWERS AND TOILETS
The outer doors will be open at all times (if they are closed we are cleaning and the block is closed ) Please wait outside
until a toilet or bathroom is free, no hand wash or toilet paper will be provided please bring and use your own . PLEASE
PLEASE clean after use including the floor . WE WOULD ASK THAT IF POSSIBLE YOU USE YOUR OWN FACILITIES IN YOUR
CARAVAN (toilet and shower) this will greatly reduce the pressure on the shower block and massively reduce any risk .
4/ CHEMICAL/CASSETTE EMPITYING POINT
A clearly marked one way system is in use , please follow the arrows and keep at least 2 meters from other users , after use
please clean the emptying point and leave all taps turned off. Please flush the emptying point by pressing the chrome
button on side of unit
5/WASTE / WHEELIE BINS
We have removed the bins from the site as a safety precaution, each day at circa 5 pm we will slowly drive round the site
with all the bins on a low trailer and the lids open, Please drop any bags of house hold waste in them as they pass , DO NOT
put electrical goods, caravan goods or GRASS CUTTINGS in the bins .If you can take home recyclable material home that
would be good (glass bottles, plastic etc) and help us all not to mention the planet
6/ LAUNDRY , SHOP , GAS SALES, ELECTRIC.
The laundry will remain closed for the rest of the season, The shop will be closed all July and we will asses the situation at
the end of July with the possibility of reduced opening in August.
Gas if you need gas ring 07960169219 and pay by card over the phone, leave your empty cylinder outside your van and we
will deliver full and collect empty .
LET US HOPE THAT ALL THE ABOVE MEASURES KEEP US ALL SAFE AND AS TIME MOVES ON WE CAN RETURN TO A MORE
NORMAL SITUATION. PLEASE PLEASE SOCIAL DISTANCE WHEN ON SITE AT ALL TIMES . CAN WE ASK THAT YOU ONLY RING
US IN NORMAL WORKING HOURS UNLESS YOU HAVE JUST ARRIVED OR IT’S AN EMERGENCY . THE NUMBER TO RING IS
07960169219 , please do not ring Del or Graham they will now just ask you to ring 07960169219
Thank you Stay safe, Derek
S

